[Studies on neural mechanisms of memory in rats--present and future trends].
Neuroscience research of memory using rats behavior is bringing the behavioral studies and the recent molecular neurobiological findings closer to each other. Careful construction of behavioral tasks for rats is necessary first. Concerning the brain regions for memory, the hippocampus has been and is the most critical one. Consideration of psychological frameworks to see the hippocampal functions in memory, i.e., spatial memory, working and reference memory, configural association, entorhinal-hippocampal interplay, and long-term potentiation, are also necessary. To improve the significance of studies with rats, methods of making hippocampal lesions should be improved. Also, easy following the findings of studies with monkeys, visual-dominant animals, should be avoided. Research trying to find basic manners of information processing of memory in the brain rather than functional maps and systems may be adequate for studies with rats. The concept of "cell assemblies" for memory processing in the rat was introduced.